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L i s t e n i n g  – sound narratives of a dance

This work is an invitation to listen: to a body, a dance, a landscape - of sounds and silences becoming present in 
one moment and leaving in the next. It is a fluid exploration of dance and how it can be shaped and 
experienced if the focus lies not in the eye, but in the ear. How does what we see change, transform, become, 
appear, disappear or remain if we experience them through their sounds?
It began through walks through a city and forests, where Sara noticed the effects of listening to the 
environment on her body: how she moves, is moved and connects and digests inner and outer worlds. This 
developed into a practice of listening to trees, waters, bodies and as a dance practitioner further to movement. 
It became a way for her to engage with various layers, which inform, influence and shape her approach to 
dance. She specifically deals with and listens to the historic, contemporary and mythological narratives and 
vocabulary of the dance practice Bharatanatyam, a descendant of the temple and court dances of South India. 
The durational three day work consists of a performance and further invites the audience to spend time in the 
Listening Room and its changing soundscapes, which remains open on all three days for several hours before 
and after the performances. On the last day the work finds an end through a closing performance. The 
installation consists of recordings, which were made in the process of one year working on this project. The 
writing piece of the work makes space for thinking about how this listening practice can be understood as a 
proposal to both critically and openly engage with passed on knowledge through decolonial strategies, queer 
reclamations and ecological reflections.
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Documentation:

As  this  work  consists  of  a  performance,  an  installation  and  an  additional  booklet,  for  completion  of
documenting the entirety of the work, I am providing the following documentation:

1. Video documentation: https://vimeo.com/463833233
Password: SaraListening

2. Installation recordings: https://soundcloud.com/sara-mikolai/sets/l-i-s-t-e-n-i-n-g-sound/s-9odDVhPP3d8

3. Booklet: see below in this document
About the booklet: this document contains scans of the booklet below, which is 
part of my MFA graduation work. It was handed out before each performance 
and provides fragments of reflections and research of the work, to share 
insights with the audience, which could be read during the performance or as 
part of the installation.
Replications of this booklet are prohibited and may only be used for archival or 
educational purposes. 
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